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Outline

 General introduction about ecology and 

ecosystem

 Food web and energy flow

 Maximum power(功率) principle



Why do we (I) study Ecology?

 CAS needs background and concrete examples. 

– Ecosystem

 Some general and abstract concepts and 

theories from ecology can be applied to other 

CASs. (Metaphors & General approaches)

 For me, I just found that flow problems had 

been studied in ecology for several decades.



Ecosystem and Ecology?

 Ecosystem

 A system consists of the community(群落) 
of organisms (生物体) plus the associated 
physical environment<J.L. Chapman: Ecology: principles and 

applications>

 Ecology

 The study of organismsim relation to the 
surroundings (environment) in which they 
live. <J.L. Chapman: Ecology: principles and applications>



Ecosystem

 Organisms: adaptive agents

 Environment

 Interactions

 Organism-organism

 Organism-Environment

 Evolution



In many scales
From  biosphere, tropical forest to microcosms(微观世界)



Organisms

 Individuals:

 They need energy or nutrient(营养) as the 

resources to survive

 They form a variety of relationships

 They are adaptive that means:

 Individuals can learn

 Species can evolve



Environment

 Ecosystem‘s environment (External); 

（sunlight, terrain(地形))

 Individual‘s environment (Internal):

 Abiotic (非生物的) environment

 Biotic (生物的) environment



Environment

 Ecosystem has a relatively regular changing 

external environment. (- From ―The ecology of computation‖)

 Such as biosphere has regular sunlight pouring.

 The individuals‘ environment is complex

 It must adapt to the complex web which is 

composed by other individuals

 Every individual can ―write‖– change their 

physical environment.



Relationships among organisms

 Symbiosis(共生): Any close relationship

 Mutualism (互利共生): Benefit each other

 Antagonism(互为敌手): one of two has 

deleterious(有害的) effect on the other

 Predator – prey(捕食-被捕食)

 Parasite – host(寄生虫-宿主)

 Other

 Warn color(警告色)

 Mimicry(拟态)



Co-evolution

 Co-evolution(共同演化)

 Long term adaptation on a community may form 

co-evolution

 Red Queen hypothesis(红皇后假说)

 Predator-prey increase their speeds because of co-

evolution otherwise some species will distinct

 Explanation for the relatively constant extinction 

rates which are found throughout evolutionary 

time



Organisms -- Environment

 Environment shapes organisms

 Environment provides resources:

 Space, energy, nutrient(营养)

 Organisms can change environment

 Organisms composes the internal environment of 

the ecosystem

 Organisms can produce matter:

 Photosynthesis(光合作用)

 Metabolism (新陈代谢)



The Evolution of ecosystem

 Development of ecosystem

 Succession(演变) is a natural change in the 

structure and species composition of a community 
<J.L. Chapman: Ecology: principles and applications>

 Co-evolution of organisms and environment

 Evolution of the species

 Replicator: gene

 Variation: mutation and crossing-over

 Selection: natural selection



Some important concepts

 Habitats(栖息所)

 The place where an organism lives

 Niches(小生境)

 The way how a species fits into its environment

 Both habitats and the interactions between species 

and environment.



Some important concepts

 Community(群落)

 An aggregate of living plants having mutual 

relations among themselves and to the 

environment.

 Collection of organisms in one place

 Interact as a society.

 Biome(群系)

 The world vegetation(植被) types



Generalized ecosystems

 Generalized ecosystem: Agent, environment and 
interactions

 Environment provides resource:

 Space (Generalized) resource

 Energy and matter (Generalized) resource

 Interactions:

 Resource flow on agents and between environment and 
agents

 Evolution:

 Replicator, variation and selection



Some examples

 Human City

 Simulating ecosystems: Tierra, Avida, Echo

 Computational ecosystems: Classifier system, 

Distributed AI systems.

 Scientific research community.

 Culture—Meme (Cultural genes)



How can we study ecology?

 From individual: autecology(个体生态学), 

behavioural ecology(行为生态学)

 From population: population dynamic

 From genetics: ecological genetics

 From interaction: sociobiology(生物社会学)

 From system and flow: system ecology or 

energetic ecology(系统生态学或能量生态学)



Flows in ecosystem

 Three kinds of flow:

 Energy flow: flow in by photosynthesis and flow out by 

metabolism(新陈代谢)

 Nutrition cycling: Keep the total amount constant.

 Information flow: 

 Genes spread through evolution

 Information propagation in the individuals.

 Flows are common in generalized ecosystems

 Currency in economy

 Bit flow on internet



Flows on the food web

 Food web: the relationship of who eat whom 

compose a food web

 Energy and resource flow on the food web



Different roles on food web

 Producer:

 Photoautotrophs(光能自养生物): green plant, 

algae(藻类), bacteria(细菌)

 Chemoautotrophs(化能自养生物): 

 Obtain energy from inorganic without sunlight:

 nitrosomonas(亚硝化单胞菌), Nitrococcus(硝化球菌)

 An alternative ecosystem



Different roles

 Decomposer(分解者)

 They break down the organic waste products and 

dead remains of organisms into inorganic 

substances needed by producers

 Saprotrophic fungin(腐生的真菌), bacteria, 

invertebrates(无脊椎动物)



Different roles

 Consumers:

 Herbivores(食草类动物)

 Carnivores(食肉类动物)

 Omnivores(杂食动物)



Outline

 Some basic concepts and whole picture about 

the energy flow on food web

 Energy hierarchy

 Maximum power principle



Food chain and trophic level
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Food web



Pyramids of numbers
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Energy flow on food web



Energetic Ecology

 Energetic ecology: to study the energetic 
relationship of organisms and environment.

 1887, A. Forbes studied the energetic dynamic 
of Illinois lake

 1942 Lindeman proposed the ―1/10‖ law

 1940‘s Schrodinger pointed out organisms 
need absorb negative entropy to survive

 After 1950, Odum begun to studied the energy 
flow in ecosystem.



Odum family

 Invented the energy circuit language

 Maximum power principle

 Emergy(能值) analysis

E.P. Odum
H.T. Odum



General language of ecosystems
Pathway Line:  a flow of energy, often with a flow
 of materials.

SOURCE: outside source of energy; a forcing function..

STORAGE:  a compartment of energy storage within the system
 storing quantity as the balance of inflows and outflows

INTERACTION:  process which combines different types
 of energy flows or material flows to produce an
 outflow in proportion to a function of the inflows.

PRODUCER:  unit that collects and trnasforms low-quality
 energy under control interactions of higher quality flows.

CONSUMER:  unit that transforms energy quality, stores it,
 and feeds it back autocatalytically to improve inflow

.



Energetic system
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Energy hierarchy



Energy Transformation

A B

1000 100

S

Transformity(A)=1000/100=10



Energy 

hierarchy



Emergy=EMbodied enERGY

Transformity(A)=1000/100=10

Emergy from A to B=100*Transformity(A)=1000

Emergy unit: sej(太阳能值转化率)

A B

1000
100 10

S

As a systems concept emergy is defined as the sum over time of all energy 

(of one type) needed to develop a flow of energy of another type 



Maximum power(功率) principle

 In artificial world, people tend to design a machine to 
maximize its useful power.

 In ecosystems, nature tend to design the system to 
maximize the energetic flux into the system.

 History:
 First coined by lotka in 1922

 Developed by Odum after 1955

 Extended as empower by Odum after 1980‘s

 Encouraged many alternative goal functions of ecosystem

 As the one of the candidate of the fourth law of 
thermodynamic



In Lotka’s “CONTRIBUTION TO 

THE ENERGETICS OF 

EVOLUTION‖
 There are canonical thermodynamic laws in 

natural system: Energy conservation and 
energy degradation

 Two laws are not enough to tell us what is 
possible for open systems.

 ―natural selection tends to make the [available] 
energy flux through the system a maximum, so 
far as is compatible with the constraints to 
which the system is subject.‖ --- Lotka,1922



In Odum’s “Time’s speed 

regulator…”

 ―We are taking ‗survival of the fittest‖ to mean 

persistence of those forms which can 

command the greatest useful energy per unit 

time (power output)‖

 Distinguished efficiency and power

 ―These systems perform at an optimum 

efficiency for maximum power output, which 

is always less than the maximum efficiency.‖



A simple example:  Atwood’s 

Machine

M1

M2

h

V

V

V=k(M1-M2)

T=h/V

Pout=M2 g h / T

=kg (M1-M2) M2

When M2=M1/2, Pout max



Further discussion

 Rate: the speed of source 
energy utilizing or 
transforming, V=k(M1-
M2)

 Efficiency: the ratio of 
power out and power in, 
M2gV/M1gV=M2/M1

 Maximum power: trade 
off between high rate and 
efficiency.

Power

Efficiency
Rate



Extension

 This instance can be extended to other cases.

 For any two coupled processes: one is releasing 
stored energy the other is storing the energy, increase 
free energy

 By using the relations:

 T dS/dt = J1X1+J2X2

 J1=aX1+bX2

 J2=cX1+dX2

 Generalized to many examples: photosynthesis, 
metabolism



Discussion

System

Input energy Useful output 

energy

Wasting energy

Max(Useful output energy)

Odum(1955): For organism, maximize output power



There are some questions

 What is the object we tend to maximize?

 In Lotka, it‘s input energy flux

 But, in odum, it‘s useful power output

 What is the unit of optimization?

 Organism?

 Ecosystem?

 What is changed in optimization?



What’s the function of the power 

output?

System

Input energy

Wasting energy

Useful energy

Forming an Autocatalytic Feedback loop

Max(Useful energy)=Max(Input energy-wasting energy)



Equals to

System

Available Energy

Wasting Energy

Input Energy



Which kind energy flows are 

maximized?

 ―This flux is, more specifically, the rate of acquisition 
of useful energy by the system‖ is maximzied 
(Odum,1983)

 ―Rather than either a total available energy influx or a 
summation of the fluxes through the system‘s 
components.‖

 ―This power is considered useful if the subsequent 
transformations through which the available energy is 
dissipated contribute a feedback that amplifies other 
pathways‖ (Odum, 1988, 1991)



What is optimized?

 Unit: The ecosystem

 For any ecosystem, it can be viewed as a kind of 
network flow

 So the configuration of this network will be 
optimized



How can they compete? An example

Source flow: J (A parameter)

There are 3 systems to compete 

for the source.

R is the resident flux

L‘=k4R-k5L

A‘=k6RA-k7A

Q‘=k8RQ2-k9Q

J=R+(k1R+k2RA+k3RQ2)

k1>=k4, k2>=k6, k3>=k8





Experiments to support

 T.T. Cai et. al‘s 

microcosm (The 

maximum power principle: An 

empirical investigation, 

Ecological Modelling 190 

(2006) 317–335)

PH

Light

Microcosm



Settings of the experiment

荧光



Settings of the experiment

 The microcosm tanks were filled with 1.1 L of a 
mixture of plankton（浮游生物）-containing waters 
(from five lakes within 25 km of Gainesville, Florida) 
that had been passed through 0.3-mm mesh to remove 
large particulate debris（碎石）

 A pH electrode(电极)attached to a computer through 
an Orion model 290A pH/ISE meter,with the 
electrode sensor 2 cm below the water surface

 The computer logged the PH values and control 
fluorescent lamp and recorded the length of each light 
and dark period as a measure of total energy influx



Settings of the experiment

 2 test last about 2 months

 In every test, there are 6 tanks divided into 3 
groups

 In each group, one tank with pH-controlled 
light (treatment tank), the other is not 
(controlled tank) for comparison.

 In each test, a period of fixed light duration is 
needed to make the pH-value of the system 
stable.



Results

Test 1 Test 2



More “ extremnal principles”

 Maximum exergy(可做功的能量) storage

 Maximize dissipation.

 Minimize empower to exergy ratio.

 Etc…



Energy in ecosystem

 Energy plays a different role in ecosystems from a 
closed physical system.

 In closed system, such as gas, energy is a constraint to 
those molecules, and the amount keeps constant.

 In open and far from equilibrium ecosystem

 For ecosystem, energy is a flow. Energy utilization and 
transformation are main characteristics

 Every organism must struggle by consuming energy to 
obtain more energy to survive

 Organism in higher trophic level pass through more emergy 
flux
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Questions to discuss

 What is energy?

 Why does currency flow can be regarded as energy 

in ecosystem?

 In tierra system, there is no explicit energy defined 

but time slice in every organism can be treated as 

energy.

 What is the relationship between energy and time?



More Questions

 How to connect thermodynamic and artificial 

life?

 Most of traditional artificial life models focus on 

―Pattern‖ and ―information structure‖

 What questions can we ask when energy and 

matter flow is considered?

 What are two kinds of flows (Decision flow and 

feedback flow) in artificial adaptive systems? (C.S., 

B.P. Neural networks)


